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KEY EXAM DATES 2019 

 

13th March – Final Deadline for CW Film and 

Evaluation (30%) 

 

 

10th June – Component 1: Key Developments in 

US Film (35%) 

 

 

14th June – Component 2: Global Film (35%) 
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The Exam 

 Part of Film GCSE – 35% 

 1 hour 30 minutes 

 Section A: US Film Comparative Study – Qu 1-3 – 1 hour 

 Section B: Key Developments in US Film – Qu 4 - 5 minutes 

 Section C: US Independent Film – Qu 5 – 25 minutes 

 
 
 
AO1 Demonstrate knowledge and 
understanding of elements of film. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

AO2 Apply knowledge and 
understanding of elements of film, 
including to: 

• analyse and compare films 

• analyse and evaluate own work in 

relation to other professionally 

produced work. 
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SECTION A: Rebel Without A Cause and Ferris Bueller’s Day Off (50 marks) 

 

Qu 1 (1930-1960) Rebel Without A Cause 

15 marks 

a) – AO1 (Knowledge and understanding) – 1 mark 

b) AO1 (Knowledge and understanding) – 4 marks 

c) AO2 (Application and analysis) – 10 marks* 

 

Qu 2 (1961-1990) Ferris Bueller’s Day Off 

15 marks 

a) – AO1 (Knowledge and understanding) – 1 mark 

b) AO1 (Knowledge and understanding) – 4 marks 

c) AO2 (Application and analysis) – 10 marks* 

 

Qu 3 US Film Comparative Study (Rebel AND Ferris) 

20 marks 

 

AO2 – (Application and Understanding) and COMPARISON – 20 marks* 

 

 

SECTION B: Key Developments 

in US Film (5 marks) 

4 a) AO1 – Knowledge – 1 mark 

b) AO1 – Knowledge – 2 marks 

c) AO1 – Knowledge – 2 marks 

Do this section LAST – worth 

the least marks and detailed 

facts needed. 

SECTION C: US Independent Film (15 marks) 

Juno ‘What Makes a Film Independent’ 

Qu 5 – Explore film in relation to one key idea 

from specialist writing.* 

AO1 (Knowledge and Understanding) – 5 marks 

AO2 – Analysis and Specialist Writing – 10 marks 

* Use of specialist film language is assessed. 
COMPLETE IN THE FOLLOWING ORDER: 

Section A 
Section C 
Section B 
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COMPONENT 1: KEY DEVELOPMENTS IN US FILM 

 
Qu 
No. 

Mark Assessment Objective Specialist Concept/s to 
be tested 

Core Areas (can be tested 
across all questions 

 
SECTION A: US FILM COMPARATIVE STUDY 

 

 
 
The key Elements of Film 

 Cinematography 

 Mise en Scene 

 Editing 

 Sound 
 
The Contexts of Film 

 Social 

 Cultural 

 Historical 

 Technological 

 Institutional 

 Political 
 

1. Us Film 1930-1960 (Rebel Without A 
Cause) 

 

 Genre 

 Conventions and 
Iconography 

 Themes 

 Representations 

 Narrative 

 Contexts 

1a 1 AO1 Demonstration of 
Knowledge 

1b 4 AO1 Demonstration of 
Knowledge 

1c 10 AO2 Application and Analysis 

2. US Film 1961-1990 (Ferris Bueller’s 
Day Off) 

2a 1 AO1 Demonstration of 
Knowledge 

2b 4 AO1 Demonstration of 
Knowledge 

2c 10 AO2 Application and Analysis 

3. Comparative Study 

3 20 AO2 Application and Analysis 

 
SECTION B: KEY DEVELOPMENTS IN FILM AND FILM TECHNOLOGY 

 

4a 1 AO1 Demonstration of 
Knowledge 

Timeline 

4b 2 AO1 Demonstration of 
Knowledge 

4c 3 AO1 Demonstration of 
Knowledge 

 
SECTION C: US INDEPENDENT FILM 

 

5 15 AO2 Application and Analysis 
 

Specialist Writing 
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SUBJECT-SPECIFIC 

TERMINOLOGY  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

You can be asked about the key elements of film at any part of 

the GCSE and are expected to be able to use subject specific 

terminology throughout. 

 

The four key elements of film are: 

 Cinematography and lighting 

 Editing 

 Sound 

 Mise-en-scene 

 

  

 
 

 

 

 

You will be marked explicitly on your ability to use subject 

specific terminology in the following questions in Component 1: 

 

1c) 10 marks on Rebel 

2c) 10 marks on Ferris 

3) 20 marks on comparing Rebel and Ferris 

5) 15 marks on Juno 
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   CONTEXT 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You can be asked about context in any question in the exam 

(both Component 1 and Component 2). 

 

You need to understand what is meant by context, the different 

kinds of context and the specific contexts for each of your films 

 

The exam board defines context as: 
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SECTION A: US FILM COMPARATIVE STUDY 
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Question 1 Rebel Without A Cause 

Section A is a synoptic unit which means you can be asked 

about anything regarding Ferris and Rebel so you need to 

be prepared! 

The questions are stepped: so the first short AO1 

knowledge questions will support your final 10 mark AO2 

question. 
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Mark Scheme 

1a)   AO1 

 

1 mark   Identifies answer correctly (no additional description is required) 

0 mark  No response attempted or no response worthy of credit 

 

All valid alternative responses must be credited 

 

b)   AO1 

Band/ Mark AO1 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of elements of film 

Band 4 
4 marks 

Excellent knowledge and understanding  

Band 3 
3 marks 

Good knowledge and understanding  

Band 2 
2 marks 

Satisfactory knowledge and understanding  

Band 1 
1 mark 

Basic knowledge and understanding, with some inaccuracies 

0 marks No response attempted or no response worthy of credit. 
 

1a) and b) AO1 Mark Scheme 
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1a) and 1b) INDICATIVE CONTENT FROM THE BOARD  

(WILL CHANGE ACCORDING TO QUESTIONS). 

 

1a)  
 
Genre conventions candidates may identify in their responses include: 
 

 Typical characters 

 Typical mise-en-scène, including typical iconography 

 Typical narratives, action or themes 

 Typical music.  
 

All valid alternative responses must be credited. 

1b)  

Reasons candidates may consider in their responses include: 
 

 conventions, the typical 'ingredients' of a genre film, establish films as being in a 
particular genre 

 audiences are attracted to seeing films they know they will like 
 audiences expect to see conventions they are familiar with in a genre film 
 producers want films to be easily identified so that they can attract audiences – 

genre conventions establish ease of recognition for audiences 
 ensuring a genre film uses the familiar conventions minimises commercial risk for 

producers and increases the chance of profit 
 how audience pleasure is based on seeing their expectations fulfilled (of seeing 

how genre conventions are used – with some degree of repetition as well as 
variation) 

 how the commercial interest of producers is rooted in those audience responses. 
 

All valid alternative responses must be credited. 
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Band AO2 Apply knowledge and understanding of elements of film, including to analyse films. 
 

5 9-10 marks 

 Applies excellent knowledge and understanding of film element, including to 
analyse films 

 Explores one sequence from chosen film highly effectively and highly relevantly in 
response to the question, using subject-specific terminology in an excellent and 
highly relevant way 
 

4 7-8 marks 

 Applies good knowledge and understanding of film element, including to analyse 
films 

 Explores one sequence from chosen film effectively and relevantly in response to 
the question, using subject-specific terminology in a good and mainly  relevant 
way 
 

3 5-6 marks 

 Applies satisfactory knowledge and understanding of film element, including to 
analyse films 

 Explores one sequence from chosen film satisfactorily and with reasonable 
relevance in response to the question, using subject-specific terminology in a 
satisfactory and reasonably relevant way 
 

2 3-4 marks 

 Applies basic knowledge and understanding of film element, including to analyse 
films 

 Explores one sequence from chosen film uneven and with little relevance in 
response to the question, using subject-specific terminology in a basic way with 
some relevance 
 

1 1-2 marks 

 Applies limited knowledge and understanding of film element, including to analyse 
films 

 Explores one sequence from chosen film in a limited way  with minimal if any 
relevance in response to the question, using little subject-specific terminology 
with minimal relevance 
 

0 0 marks 
No response attempted or no response worthy of credit. 

 

If no sequence is explored, candidates may not be awarded more than Band 3. 

 

 1c) – AO2 – ANALYSIS – Mark Scheme 

Excellent 

Highly effectively 

Highly relevant 

Good 

effectively 

relevant 

Satisfactory 

Reasonably 

relevant 

Basic 

uneven 

little relevance 

Limited 

Minimal relevance 
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1c)  

1c) INDICATIVE CONTENT FROM THE BOARD  

(WILL CHANGE ACCORDING TO QUESTIONS). 

 
 
 

One convention will be discussed in the context of a sequence and in 
relation to at least one key element of film (cinematography, mise-en-
scène, editing and sound). The following approaches may be taken 

 

 The sequence may suggest that the convention is used in a standard way, as audiences 
might expect 

 The sequence may also suggest that the convention is being played with, representing a 
variation from what audiences standardly expect 

 Key elements of film will be referred to in order to demonstrate how they convey, in film 
terms, the convention to audiences, which might involve emphasising, focusing on, 
intensifying or drawing attention to the convention 

 A convention identified may itself be a key element (e.g. a typical example of mise-en-
scène or sound). In such cases, either of the following is acceptable: 

 Discussion of the key element which is extended beyond naming it as a convention (for 
responses above Band 2) 

 Reference to how other key elements draw attention to, or complement, the convention. 
 
If a candidate has not correctly identified a genre convention in 1 (a), examiners must 
assess 1 (c) to establish whether any incidental, relevant points are made, which can be 
credited. 
 
 

 
Band 2 Response (Basic, Uneven) 

 
a) Young teenage characters. 

 
b) Conventions are usually the main parts of most films. They are also what we expect 
when we go to film. 

 
c) Young teenage characters are used to appeal to the target audience of teenagers in 

the sequence where Jim is in the police statement with Judy and Plato. This is a 
common convention in teen films. We also get to know why the characters are 
rebellious. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) 1 

b) 1 – One basic point made 

c) 3 – Applies basic knowledge and understanding of genre. Makes reference to 

a sequence. Band 2. 
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Band 3 Response (Satisfactory, relevant) 
 

a) One generic convention used in Rebel Without A Cause is the 
use of a soundtrack. The also feature young teenage characters 
which is used in every teen movie and this makes it a genre 
convention. 

 
b) Generic conventions are used so that the people making the 
film know what to put into their films. If producers decide to make 

a teen film they would need to include certain things otherwise fans of the genre 
who go and see the film will not be happy as they will not experience what they 
would expect to see. By using conventions it allows the audience to understanding 
that they what they are watching and how it compares to other films in the genre. 
 
c) My chosen sequence is the ‘police station’ scene where the young teenage 
characters are introduced. This is something that the audience would expect to 
happen as it is a convention of the genre. This sequence is also used to help tell the 
story of what is happening. In this scene the three characters have been arrested at 
the same time and each share their backstory with the police officer. This is also very 
clever as it allows the audience to learn the backstory of each character quickly and 
dramatically. There is a soundtrack of jazz music being played for the audience but 
the characters cannot hear it so this makes it non diegetic music. There are also 
sound effects of doors opening and closing. Sometimes the characters are in the 
same shot despite not knowing each other and this shows that they will become 
friends. As well as this, this scene also helps to show how miserable the characters 
are. They are all crying and in pain while talking to the policeman. In teen films, the 
soundtrack can help to show what the characters are feeling or thinking (like when a 
character sits by themselves and a sad soundtrack comes on this usually means they 
are sad) and in this film the soundtrack helps to show that they are all miserable. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a) 1 

b) 2 – Satisfactory knowledge of genre/ audience 

c) 5 – Some satisfactory knowledge and understanding of genre conventions. 

Some use of subject specific terminology. At times descriptive. 

 Lower Band 3. 
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     Band 5 Response (Excellent, highly relevant) 

 
 

 
 
 

 
  

a) 1 

b) 4 Excellent 

c) 10 – Excellent knowledge and understanding of genre conventions 

Upper Band 3 
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Question 2 Ferris Bueller’s Day Off 

Question 2 on Ferris Bueller’s Day Off is exactly the 

same as Rebel Without A Cause! 

 

Again, it is stepped to help you. 

 

But, again, it is synoptic so you could be asked 

about all elements of film! 
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Mark Scheme 

2.a)  AO1 

1 mark   Identifies answer correctly (no additional description is required) 

0 mark  No response attempted or no response worthy of credit 

 

All valid alternative responses must be credited 

2.b)  AO1 

Band/ Mark AO1 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of elements of film 

Band 4 
4 marks 

Excellent knowledge and understanding  

Band 3 
3 marks 

Good knowledge and understanding  

Band 2 
2 marks 

Satisfactory knowledge and understanding  

Band 1 
1 mark 

Basic knowledge and understanding, with some inaccuracies 

0 marks No response attempted or no response worthy of credit. 

 

2a) and b) AO1 Mark Scheme 
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2a) and 2b) INDICATIVE CONTENT FROM THE BOARD  

(WILL CHANGE ACCORDING TO QUESTIONS). 

 

 

2a)  

Examples candidates may consider in their responses include: 

 Any camera shot (relating to its distance, angle or movement) 

 Any example of lighting, included within cinematography (relating to direction or 
intensity of lighting). 
 

All valid alternative responses must be credited. 

2b)  

Candidates are required to consider the typical 'meanings' associated with the 
example of 
Cinematography chosen. Explanations are thus likely to refer to: 
 

 The way higher and lower angle shots suggest power or lack of it 

 The way distance shots put subjects into perspective and context or establish action 
and may suggest an emotional distance from spectators 

 The way close ups of characters tend to emphasise emotion and close ups of objects 
indicate importance and build up expectation 

 The way camera movement, such as panning, gives spectators a sense of context, 
establishing action, whereas tracking and dolly shots suggest action about to occur 

 The way high key lighting suggests clarity and low key lighting either emotional 
warmth or mystery and suspense 

 How backlighting typically makes subjects attractive 

 How framing directs spectator attention. 

 If a candidate has not correctly identified an example of cinematography in 2 (a), 
examiners must assess 2 (b) to establish whether any incidental, relevant points are 
made which can be credited. 

 

All valid alternative responses must be credited. 
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Band AO2 Apply knowledge and understanding of elements of film, including to analyse 
films. 
 

5 9-10 marks 

 Applies excellent knowledge and understanding of film element, including to 
analyse films 

 Explores one sequence from chosen film highly effectively and highly 
relevantly in response to the question, using subject-specific terminology in an 
excellent and highly relevant way 
 

4 7-8 marks 

 Applies good knowledge and understanding of film element, including to 
analyse films 

 Explores one sequence from chosen film effectively and relevantly in response 
to the question, using subject-specific terminology in a good and mainly 
relevant way 
 

3 5-6 marks 

 Applies satisfactory knowledge and understanding of film element, including to 
analyse films 

 Explores one sequence from chosen film satisfactorily and with reasonable 
relevance in response to the question, using subject-specific terminology in a 
satisfactory and reasonably relevant way 
 

2 3-4 marks 

 Applies basic knowledge and understanding of film element, including to 
analyse films 

 Explores one sequence from chosen film uneven and with little relevance in 
response to the question, using subject-specific terminology in a basic way with 
some relevance 
 

1 1-2 marks 

 Applies limited knowledge and understanding of film element, including to 
analyse films 

 Explores one sequence from chosen film in a limited way  with minimal if any 
relevance in response to the question, using little subject-specific terminology 
with minimal relevance 
 

0 0 marks 
No response attempted or no response worthy of credit. 

 

If no sequence is explored, candidates may not be awarded more than Band 3. 

 2c) – AO2 – ANALYSIS – Mark Scheme 

Excellent 

Highly effectively 

Highly relevant 

Good 

effectively 

relevant 

Satisfactory 

Reasonably 

relevant 

basic 

uneven 

little relevance 

Limited 

Minimal relevance 
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2c) INDICATIVE CONTENT FROM THE BOARD  

(WILL CHANGE ACCORDING TO QUESTIONS). 

 

Candidates will place their chosen example of cinematography in the 
context of sequence. The following approaches may be taken: 

 

 Candidates’ discussion may suggest that the use of their example of cinematography 
is typical and is thus used within a sequence in conventional ways. 
 

 Reference may be made to how their example of cinematography relates to a 
character or characters and thus how it relates to the narrative of the sequence 
 

 Reference may also be made to how the example of cinematography is designed to 
create particular responses in spectators 
 

 Candidates may equally draw attention to a use of cinematography which is less 
conventional, exploring its implications for character, narrative and spectators. 
 
If a candidate has not correctly identified an example of cinematography in 2 (a), 
examiners must assess 2 (c) to establish whether any incidental, relevant points are 
made which can be credited. 
 

All valid alternative responses must be credited 

Band 2 Response (Basic, Uneven) 
 

a) Low angle of Jim 

b) Low angle shots connote importance. They make the person seem large as if we are 

looking up at them 

c) The low angle is used to make it clear that Jim is our hero. When he plays with the 

monkey the camera is lower than Jim and based on the floor. Plato and Judy are not 

filmed from a low angle but are filmed at eye level. Jim is more dominant than the others 

who are shy and the cinematography reflects this. 

 
 

a) 1 

b) 2 – satisfactory explanation. 

c) 4 – Explores basic aspects of one sequence with some basic points of analysis. 

Band 2. 
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Band 3 Response (Satisfactory, relevant) 
 
a) One example is how long shots are used. 
 
b) It is used to give the audience a wide-angle view where we see 
the characters in context. Long shots include the full body and 
allow several characters to be seen. This is useful for seeing body 
language, but also when there is action-taking place. 
 
c) In the scene where the teenagers meet at the police station there are lots of long 
shots used. These are seen all the way through the scene and help to tell the 
audience lots of different things. The scene doesn’t just use long shots though – 
there are lots of close ups and other camera angles too but the scene even starts 
with a long shot which shows how important it is. The long shots help to begin the 
scene with as they tell the audience where the scene is and what it is like using mise-
en-scene. The long shot helps us to see that the scene is indoors and in a police 
station and that it’s quite official just as a police station should be. We can also see 
lots of people there showing that lots of people are there being arrested and that 
there is crime in the town. The long shots also give us an idea that the policemen are 
working together as they are clustered in the middle office and the young characters 
are on the edge of the room. We could not see this if a close up had been used so the 
long shot helps us to see that they are all isolated from society. Later in the scene it 
becomes more like a melodrama as Jim’s parents arrive and begin arguing. We can 
see their relationship and power in the family because of how they stand and the 
long shots let us see that all at the same time in the same scene. Lastly, long shots 
are used so that we can see everyone being arrested. The long shots mean that we 
can see what everyone is doing in the scene and the fact that we see so many people 
suggests that crime is bad and we only see this because the long shots lets us see lots 
going off at the same time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

a) 1 

b) 3 – Good understanding. 

c) 6 – satisfactory knowledge and understanding of cinematography and how 

long shots work in chosen sequence. Band 3. 
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Band 5 Response (Excellent, highly relevant) 

 

 

 

a) 1 

b) 4 Excellent 

c) 9 – Excellent knowledge and understanding of genre conventions 

within a sequence. 

Upper Band 5 
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Question 3   

 Analysis - Comparing Rebel and Ferris 

Question 3 asks you to compare Rebel Without A 

Cause and Ferris Bueller’s Day Off. 

 

You need to address all 3-bullet points in order to 

gain marks. It is synoptic so could be on anything. 

 

This question is worth more than both Ferris and 

Rebel individually – spend longer on it! 

 

You are expected to use subject specialist words. 
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Band AO2: Apply knowledge and understanding of elements of film, including 
comparing films. 

5 17-20 marks 

 Apply excellent knowledge and understanding of how the film aspect is 
explored in both films, illustrated through character and/ or narrative. 

 Uses excellent points of comparison to develop a highly coherent point 
of view in response to the question. 

 Demonstrates an excellent knowledge and understanding of subject-
specific terminology. 

4 13-16 marks 

 Apply good knowledge and understanding of how the film aspect is 
explored in both films, illustrated through character and/ or narrative. 

 Uses good points of comparison to develop a coherent point of view in 
response to the question. 

 Demonstrates a good knowledge and understanding of subject-specific 
terminology. 

3 9-12 marks 

 Apply satisfactory knowledge and understanding of how the film aspect 
is explored in both films, illustrated through character and/ or narrative. 

 Uses satisfactory points of comparison to develop a reasonably 
coherent point of view in response to the question. 

 Demonstrates a satisfactory knowledge and understanding of subject-
specific terminology. 

2 5-8 marks 

 Apply basic knowledge and understanding of how the film aspect is 
explored in both films, illustrated through character and/ or narrative. 

 Uses basic points of comparison to develop an emerging point of view 
in response to the question. 

 Demonstrates a basic knowledge and understanding of subject-specific 
terminology. 

1 1-4 marks 

 Apply limited knowledge and understanding of how the film aspect is 
explored in both films, illustrated through character and/ or narrative. 

 Uses limited points of comparison to indicate a limited point of view in 
response to the question. 

 Demonstrates a limited knowledge and understanding of subject-
specific terminology. 

0 No response attempted or no response worthy of credit. 
 

1: If only one film is considered, allocate the band that qualitatively describes the response (which 
may be within any of the five bands). The mark must then be divided by two. 
2: Similarly, if two completely unrelated themes are compared across two films, take the 
better of the two film discussions and treat as if only one film is considered (as above). 

Excellent 

Highly coherent 

 

Good 

Coherent 

Satisfactory 

Reasonably 

coherent 

basic 

emerging point 

of view 

Limited 

 

 3) – AO2 – COMPARISON– Mark Scheme 
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3) INDICATIVE CONTENT FROM THE BOARD  

(WILL CHANGE ACCORDING TO QUESTIONS). 

 

Approaches candidates may take in their responses include: 
 

 Themes common to the two films may be expressed in broad terms (e.g. triumph of 
good over evil, crime and justice, aliens, love, rebellion) or in more precise terms. 
Both approaches are acceptable. Candidates will need to demonstrate how the 
theme they have identified is conveyed and explored in their two films and to discuss 
similarities and differences. 

 

 Candidates are likely to illustrate the way the films' themes are illustrated through 
characters and/or narratives (either characters or narratives or both is acceptable) 

 

 It is likely that both similarities and differences may be discussed but an answer 
based on more similarities than differences (or vice versa) is acceptable. 

 

 Relevant and focused reference to subject-specific terminology, including reference 
to the way specific sequences underline points of comparison, is likely to characterise 
responses in Bands 4 and 5. 

 
All valid alternative responses must be credited. 

Band 2 Response (Basic, Emerging Point of View) 
 

The theme I have chosen is romance. Jim loves Judy, but he tries to act cool and as a 

result Judy doesn’t realise initially that he likes her. This is different than in Ferris 

Bueller’s Day Off as Ferris and Sloane are in a happy relationship from the beginning. 

Ferris says at the end of the film that he wants to marry Sloane and this is the same as in 

the ending of Rebel Without A Cause Jim and Judy pretend to be married. Both Ferris and 

Jim are cool characters who win the girl at the end of the film. There are also differences 

in the women. Judy is very unhappy and Jim seems to offer her comfort in the movie 

through love, but Sloane is always happy throughout the movie and doesn’t really seem 

to need Ferris. 

 
 
 
 

 

6 

Uses basic point of comparison. At points not relevant? 

Emerging point of view 

Limited subject specific terminology. Upper Band 2.  
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Band 3 Response (Satisfactory, reasonably coherent)  
 
The theme of romance runs through both films, and is 
common in the genre, which has traditionally had a 
young female audience. The two films I studied have a 
teenage love affair at the core of the narrative and the 
characters are not always willing to reveal their true 

feelings. In Ferris Bueller’s Day Off, Ferris is initially quite casual with Sloane (even 
first meeting her in costume as her mysterious ‘father’) perhaps indicating that he 
plays the role of the careless boyfriend. However, in the scene where they comfort 
Cameron while looking out at the ocean, Ferris reveals through a monologue his 
real insecurities about going to college and says he does want to marry her. This 
narrative reveal makes us feel sympathy for Ferris. Similarly, Jim initially acts cool in 
front of Judy and is reluctant to reveal his feelings once he realises she is in a 
relationship. This is shown through the clear use of the prop of her mirror case: he 
steals it from the police station when he is first attracted to her, looks at it during 
the chicken race when he’s fighting for her love but doesn’t show it and only shows 
it in the third act of the film. However, the audience are shown his true feelings 
through close up shots of his face reacting with jealousy to Judy’s relationship 
creating tension in the audience. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11 

Satisfactory knowledge and understanding of theme. Two points of comparison 

made. Good use of terminology. 

Upper Band 3. 
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Band 5 Response (Excellent, highly relevant) 
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19 – Upper Band 5 

Excellent Knowledge and Understanding of how the same theme is 

explored in comparable films with a high level of textusl detail. 
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SECTION B:  

KEY DEVELOPMENTS IN FILM AND FILM 

TECHNOLOGY 
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Question 4 Timeline of Film Technology 

Question 4 is a short quiz on developments and 

film and film technology. 

 

You need to use the timeline provided to 

memorise these events. 

 

Do this section last as only worth a couple of 

marks and is tricky. 

 

If in doubt, guess! 
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(a) Award one mark for the correct decade only: 1930s. 
 

(b) Award one mark for each of the following, up to a maximum of two marks: 



Paramount 

Warner Bros (accept Warners) 

Twentieth Century Fox 

MGM or Metro-Goldwyn-Meyer (a mark may be awarded for either Loew's or MGM or both)  

RKO or Radio Keith Orpheum 
 
Marks may not be awarded for Universal, United Artists or Columbia, the so-called 'little three'. 

 
(c) One mark may be awarded for a valid example and a further mark may be awarded for the 

description of how the technology is used. It is anticipated that candidates will refer to technology 
recently developed at the time of the production but all valid references to film technology are 
acceptable. Reference to how the technology is used is likely to be an indicator of the validity of the 
example. Candidates may refer to any of the following examples: 
 

wide-screen technology (for most of the 1950s Hollywood films) – mainly used to provide 
spectacle, immediacy, spectator involvement 
 

Steadicam technology used, for example, in the US independent films –mainly used to involve 
spectators, emphasise action, communicate intensity or suspense 
 

some candidates may refer to computer generated imagery (for example, in some of the US 
independent films) – which may be used for visual effects or to promote a realistic mise-en-scène 
 

colour processing rather than just 'colour' is required: this is likely to be expressed in relation to the 
most common processes (e.g. Eastmancolor or Technicolor) – provides intense viewing experience 
and spectator involvement, emphasises mise-en-scène, heightens emotional response to 
characters 
 

an aspect of sound technology rather than just 'sound' is required: asynchronous sound, Dolby 
sound, postproduction sound effects or sound effects. The description of its use will vary with the 
example but its use is likely to be described in terms of an effect on spectators. 

 

All valid examples must be credited. 

 

4) AO1 Mark Scheme 4) AO1 Mark Scheme 
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Timeline of key developments in film and film technology 

The following timeline provides the basis for GCSE learners' study of the significant developments 
in film and film technology. Guidance for teachers will be offered by WJEC on key resources 
appropriate for GCSE. 
 
1895   First moving images (Lumière brothers) 
 
1895 – 1927  Development of silent cinema from early short films to full-length feature films, 

during which period the foundations of filmmaking were established – e.g. 
cinematography, the principles of lighting and continuity editing and an 
extensive range of mise-en-scène, including location shooting 
 

1920s   Gradual emergence of a vertically integrated Hollywood film industry, 
established by 1930 into five major studios (Paramount, Warner Bros, 
Loew's/MGM, Fox [Twentieth Century Fox in 1935] and Radio Keith Orpheum 
[RKO]) and three minor studios (Columbia, Universal and United Artists) – the 
so-called Big 5 and Little 3 
  

1927   Alan Crosland's, The Jazz Singer, starring Al Jolson - the first feature film with 
a soundtrack 

 
1935   Rouben Mamoulian's Becky Sharp, the Technicolor Corporation's first feature 

length, 'three strip' colour film 
 
1948   Paramount court case which prevented studios from owning all phases of the 

production, distribution and exhibition process ('vertical integration') which led, 
in the 1950s, to the emergence of independent film production and agents 
producing films for the Hollywood studios to distribute and exhibit 

 
1950s   Emergence of widescreen and 3D technologies as a response to the growth 

of television and the corresponding decline in cinema attendance 
 

Late 1950s  Although not the first examples, lightweight, portable cameras were produced 
suitable for hand-held use (which had an immediate impact on documentary 
filmmaking and were used by a new generation of directors in France – 
French 'new wave' directors) 

 
1970s   Steadicam technology developed by cinematographer Garrett Brown (a 

stabilising device for hand-held cameras to keep image 'steady' whilst 
retaining fluid movement). First introduced, 1975 

 
1990s   More widespread use of computer-generated imagery, most significantly 

onwards pioneered by Industrial Light and Magic in the 1970s, resulted in a move 
away from filmed 'special effects' to visual effects created digitally in 
post-production to the computer generated imaging of characters in films 

4) Timeline of key developments in film and film 

technology 
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SECTION C: US INDEPENDENT FILM 
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Question 5  - Specialist Writing - Juno 

Question 6 is an extended essay based on one key sequence 

of Juno and the specialist writing ‘What Makes A Film 

Independent?’ by Rona Murray. 

You are expected to pick one key idea from the specialist 

writing and argue to what extent you believe Juno concurs 

with that. 

The key idea is ‘Independent cinema can be, and has bee, 

defined as something that strays artistically from the norm.’ 

The key scene is the introduction of Vanessa. 
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Specialist Writing Option B: 'What Makes a Film Independent?'  

 
[Adapted from Studying American Independent Cinema (pp. 18-19), by Rona 
Murray, 2011, Auteur]  
 
Independent cinema can be, and has been, defined as something that strays artistically 
from the norm. As Geoff King defines it "industrial factors are important, but do not 
provide the only grounds for definition of the particular varieties of film-making to which 
the label independent has most prominently been attached in recent decades". Arguably 
for example, independent cinema does not need to adhere to generic patterns since it is 
not expected to deliver their certain pleasures. In many independent films, genre is a more 
fluid concept. Genre in mainstream cinema structures our expectation and provides us with 
cinematic pleasures based on its 'repertoire of elements'. Genres are sold to us (through 
the advance publicity) as a guaranteed set of pleasures – of narrative, of visual style of set 
pieces, of stars. Independent cinema, as part of our definition does not need to adhere to 
those guarantees because it has less of a need to deliver a mass audience (albeit, as we saw 
above, the pressure to produce breakout successes increased). Therefore, genre tropes and 
signifiers can be subverted to challenge the ideologies contained implicitly within them. 
Similarly, narrative expectations do not always need to be met. The audience for 
independent cinema specifically takes pleasure in these disruptions of expected 
enjoyment to find a more subversive and oppositional position outside of the norms. This 
can be part of an audience's wish to position themselves by their consumption of products.  
 
Against this is the example (often quoted) of something like My Big Fat Greek Wedding 
(2002). Defined purely by its financing this is an independent film, yet it is often quoted as 
an example of how a purely economic definition draws in a mainstream narrative and 
genre. It is institutionally an independent production, but it is 'spiritually' and structurally a 
piece of mainstream cinema. Without wanting to denigrate its achievement and the 
genuine commercial leap of faith films like this take (especially casting the writer, Nia 
Vardalos, rather than a Hollywood performer to take the lead). American independent 
cinema, therefore, is defined for our purposes as a form of cinema that may usually be 
financed outside of the studio system, but which generally challenges this cinematic form 
artistically and looks to create something individual in either its aesthetics or its 
ideological viewpoint, or both.  
 

Acknowledgement Adapted extract 
from Studying American Independent 
Cinema  

office@auteur.co.uk  
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Band AO1 Demonstrate 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
elements of film 

AO2 Apply knowledge and understanding of elements of 
film, including analysing films. 

5 5 marks 
 
Excellent 
demonstration 
of knowledge 
and 
understanding 
of elements of 
film. 

9-10 marks 

 Applies excellent knowledge and understanding of the 
elements of film as evident in specialist writing used, including 
to analyse films. 

 Explores one sequence from chosen film highly effectively and 
highly relevantly in response to the question. 

 Uses excellent points to develop a highly coherent point of 
view in response to the question, demonstrating a excellent 
knowledge & understanding of subject specific terminology. 

4 4 marks 
 
Good 
demonstration 
of knowledge 
and 
understanding 
of elements of 
film. 

7-8 marks 

 Applies good knowledge and understanding of the elements of 
film as evident in specialist writing used, including to analyse 
films. 

 Explores one sequence from chosen film effectively and 
relevantly in response to the question. 

 Uses good points to develop a coherent point of view in 
response to the question, demonstrating a good knowledge 
&understanding of subject specific terminology. 

3 3 marks 
Satisfactory 
demonstration 
of knowledge 
and 
understanding 
of elements of 
film. 

5-6 marks 

 Applies satisfactory knowledge and understanding of the 
elements of film as evident in specialist writing used, including 
to analyse films. 

 Explores one sequence from chosen film satisfactorily and with 
reasonable relevance in response to the question. 

 Uses satisfactory points to develop a reasonably coherent 
point of view in response to the question, demonstrating a 
satisfactory k&u of subject specific terminology. 

2 2 marks 
Basic 
demonstration 
of knowledge 
and 
understanding 
of elements of 
film. 

3-4 marks 

 Applies basic knowledge and understanding of the elements of 
film as evident in specialist writing used, including to analyse 
films. 

 Explores one sequence from chosen film in an uneven way and 
with little relevance in response to the question. 

 Uses basic points to indicate a an emergent point of view  in 
response to the question, demonstrating basic knowledge and 
understanding of subject specific terminology. 

1 1 Mark 
Limited 
demonstration 
of knowledge 
and 
understanding 
of elements of 
film. 

1-2 marks 

 Applies limited knowledge & understanding of the elements of 
film as evident in specialist writing, including to analyse films. 

 Explores one sequence from chosen film in a limited way and 
with minimal if any relevance in response to the question. 

 Uses limited points to indicate a limited point of view  in 
response to the question, demonstrating a limited knowledge 
and understanding of subject specific terminology. 

If no sequence is referred to, candidates may not achieve more than a Band 3 

response. 

Excellent 

Highly 

effective 

relevant 

Highly 

coherent 

Good 

effective 

relevant 

coherent 

Satisfactory 

Reasonable 

relevance 

Reasonably 
coherent 

Basic 

Uneven 

Little 

relevance 

Emergent 

point of 

view 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

Limited  

minimsl 
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 Band 3 Response (Satisfactory, relevant, reasonably coherent) 
 

In this answer I will be exploring the film Juno and the statement 

independent film ‘strays artistically from the norm’. This writing is all 

about independent film is different from the average film and does it on 

purpose and I think it is very true. I will analyse how this is true in the scene in Juno where 

Juno and her father visit Vanessa’s house for the first time and we meet Vanessa and 

Michael. 

One of the things we have done in Film Studies is look at how to identify genre conventions, 

in term of characterisation, typical scenes and cinematography but we have also learned 

how to work out how a Director uses these things to create ideas. In this scene from Juno 

we can see how camera angles and mise-en-scene help to give the audience ideas about 

Vanessa as a character, which is not that typical for a teen movie. This is the kind of thing 

that is written about in the writing and I’m glad I read it because this helps to prove that it’s 

true that a Director of an independent film deliberately doesn’t have things be normal. For 

example, in the scene in Juno there is a continuous jump edit between Juno and her father 

driving through the large suburban houses in long shot which emphasises the wealth of the 

neighbourhood rather than their reactions. Then, rather than introduce Vanessa’s face as 

we might expect, the director uses close fragmented shots of her house for example the 

vases, the lifestyle magazines to imply she is a perfect woman who would usually be cold 

and distant. The fact that Vanessa is actually sympathetic in the end of the movie is against 

convention as usually this kind of figure in teen movies is a dislikeable character and so this 

is clever because the Director is making us expect on type of character according to genre 

conventions, but in the end it is her who deserves to keep the baby as she is moral and kind 

to Juno. 

 

 

 

Band 5 Response (Highly coherent, Highly relevant, Excellent) 

 

 

8 – Band 3 

Satisfactory exploration of a key idea from specialist writing with 

examples from the file. 
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Band 5 Response (Excellent, Highly Relevant, Highly coherent)  

 
14 – Upper Band 5 

Excellent Knowledge and Understanding of specialist writing with 

excellent illustration of points through close reference to key sequence. 
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Practice Paper 1 

Answer all questions. 
 

SECTION A: US Film Comparative Study 
 

King Solomon's Mines (Bennett & Marton, 1950) and Raiders of the Lost Ark 
(Spielberg, 1981) 

Singin' in the Rain (Donen & Kelly, 1952) and Grease (Kleiser, 1978) 

Rear Window (Hitchcock, 1954) and Witness (Weir, 1985) 

Rebel without a Cause (Ray, 1955) and Ferris Bueller's Day Off (Hughes, 1986) 

Invasion of the Body Snatchers (Siegel, 1956) and E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial 
(Spielberg, 1982). 

 
 
US film 1930-60 
 
Answer question 1 in relation to the film produced between 1930 and 1960 from your 
chosen comparative study films: 

 

King Solomon's Mines (1950) 

Singin' in the Rain (1952)   Rebel without a Cause (1955) 

Rear Window (1954)   Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956). 
 

1.  (a)  Identify one genre convention used in your chosen film.    [1] 
 

(b)  Briefly outline why conventions are used in genre films.    [4] 
 
(c)  Explore how the convention you have identified is used in one sequence from 

your chosen film. In your answer, refer to at least one key element of film 
(e.g. cinematography, mise-en-scène, editing or sound).    [10] 
 

 
US film 1961-90 
 
Answer question 2 in relation to the film produced between 1961 and 1990 from your 
chosen comparative study films: 



Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981) 

Grease (1978)   Ferris Bueller's Day Off (1986) 

Witness (1985  ) E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial (1982). 
 
2.  (a)  Identify one example of cinematography used in your chosen film.   [1] 

 
(b)  Briefly explain what this example of cinematography typically suggests.  [4] 
 
(c)  Explore how this example of cinematography is used in one sequence from 

your chosen film.         [10] 
. 
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US film comparative study 
 
Answer question 3 in relation to both your chosen comparative study films: 
 

King Solomon's Mines (1950) and Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981) 

Singin' in the Rain (1952) and Grease (1978) 

Rear Window (1954) and Witness (1985) 

Rebel without a Cause (1955) and Ferris Bueller's Day Off (1986) 

Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956) and E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial (1982). 
 
3. Compare how the same theme is explored in each of your comparative study films. 
 
In your answer, you should consider: 

how characters and narratives illustrate the theme you have identified 

similarities between the way the theme you have identified is explored in each of your films 

differences between the way the theme you have identified is explored in each of your 
films.            [20] 

 
 
 

SECTION B: Key developments in film and film technology 
 
 

4.  (a)  In which decade was the first full colour feature film produced?   [1] 
 

State the correct answer in your answer book:  1930s  1940s 1950s. 
 

(b)  Name two of the five major studios operating in Hollywood in the 1940s.  [2] 
 

(c)  Briefly describe how one example of film technology is used in one of the US 
films you have studied. Name the film you have chosen.    [2] 

 
 

SECTION C: US independent film 
 
Answer question 5 on one of the following films: 



Little Miss Sunshine (Dayton/Faris, 2006) 

Juno (Reitman, 2007) 

The Hurt Locker (Bigelow, 2008) 

Whiplash (Chazelle, 2014) 

Me and Earl and the Dying Girl (Gomez-Rejon, 2015). 
 

5.  Explore how one example of specialist writing on the chosen film you have studied has 
deepened your understanding of the film. Refer to at least one sequence from your 
chosen film to illustrate your answer. 

 
In your answer, you should: 

identify the example of specialist writing you are using in the box provided in your 
answer book 

briefly describe one key idea from the example of specialist writing you have 
studied 

outline what this key idea suggests about your chosen film 

show how this idea compares with your own views on the film (use one sequence 

from your chosen film to illustrate this).       [15 
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Practice Paper 2 

Answer all questions. 
 

SECTION A: US Film Comparative Study 
 

King Solomon's Mines (Bennett & Marton, 1950) and Raiders of the Lost Ark 
(Spielberg, 1981) 

Singin' in the Rain (Donen & Kelly, 1952) and Grease (Kleiser, 1978) 

Rear Window (Hitchcock, 1954) and Witness (Weir, 1985) 

Rebel without a Cause (Ray, 1955) and Ferris Bueller's Day Off (Hughes, 1986) 

Invasion of the Body Snatchers (Siegel, 1956) and E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial 
(Spielberg, 1982). 

 
 
US film 1930-60 
 
Answer question 1 in relation to the film produced between 1930 and 1960 from your 
chosen comparative study films: 

 

King Solomon's Mines (1950) 

Singin' in the Rain (1952)   Rebel without a Cause (1955) 

Rear Window (1954)   Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956). 
 

1.  (a)  Identify one female character featured in your chosen film.    [1] 
 

(b)  Briefly outline how this character might be considered ‘stereotypical’.  [4] 
 
(c)  Explore how costume, hair and make-up represent key female characters from   

your chosen film. In your answer, refer to at least one key element of film 
(e.g. cinematography, mise-en-scène, editing or sound).    [10] 
 

 
US film 1961-90 
 
Answer question 2 in relation to the film produced between 1961 and 1990 from your 
chosen comparative study films: 



Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981) 

Grease (1978)   Ferris Bueller's Day Off (1986) 

Witness (1985  ) E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial (1982). 
 
2.  (a)  Identify one male character in your chosen film.     [1] 

 
(b)  Briefly outline the costume of this character.     [4] 
 
(c)  Explore how this character is represented in a sequence from your chosen film. 

            [10] 
. 
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US film comparative study 
 
Answer question 3 in relation to both your chosen comparative study films: 
 

King Solomon's Mines (1950) and Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981) 

Singin' in the Rain (1952) and Grease (1978) 

Rear Window (1954) and Witness (1985) 

Rebel without a Cause (1955) and Ferris Bueller's Day Off (1986) 

Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956) and E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial (1982). 
 
3. Compare what happens to key male characters at the end of your chosen films.. 
 
In your answer, you should consider: 

the narrative and endings of the films 

what the ending says about the films’ messages and themes 

how the characters are represented at the end.      
           [20] 

 
 
 

SECTION B: Key developments in film and film technology 
 
 

4.  (a)  In which decade did widescreen technology emerge?   [1]. 
 

(b)  Name two ways cameras evolved during the late 1950s. .  [2] 
 

(c)  Give two examples of film studios from the 1920s   [2] 
 
 

SECTION C: US independent film 
 
Answer question 5 on one of the following films: 



Little Miss Sunshine (Dayton/Faris, 2006) 

Juno (Reitman, 2007) 

The Hurt Locker (Bigelow, 2008) 

Whiplash (Chazelle, 2014) 

Me and Earl and the Dying Girl (Gomez-Rejon, 2015). 
 

6.  Explore whether your own views are shared by the specialist film writing on your chosen film.. 
Refer to at least one sequence from your chosen film to illustrate your answer. 

 
In your answer, you should: 

identify the example of specialist writing you are using in the box provided in your 
answer book 

briefly describe one key idea from the example of specialist writing you have 
studied 

outline what this key idea suggests about your chosen film 

show how this idea compares with your own views on the film (use one sequence 
from your chosen film to illustrate this).       [15] 
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Practice Paper 3 

Answer all questions. 
 

SECTION A: US Film Comparative Study 
 

King Solomon's Mines (Bennett & Marton, 1950) and Raiders of the Lost Ark 
(Spielberg, 1981) 

Singin' in the Rain (Donen & Kelly, 1952) and Grease (Kleiser, 1978) 

Rear Window (Hitchcock, 1954) and Witness (Weir, 1985) 

Rebel without a Cause (Ray, 1955) and Ferris Bueller's Day Off (Hughes, 1986) 

Invasion of the Body Snatchers (Siegel, 1956) and E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial 
(Spielberg, 1982). 

 
 
US film 1930-60 
 
Answer question 1 in relation to the film produced between 1930 and 1960 from your 
chosen comparative study films: 

 

King Solomon's Mines (1950) 

Singin' in the Rain (1952)   Rebel without a Cause (1955) 

Rear Window (1954)   Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956). 
 

1.  (a)  Identify one key setting of your film..       [1] 
 

(b)  Briefly outline how this setting contributes to the film’s atmosphere..  [4] 
 
(c)  Explore how setting are presented in   your chosen film. In your answer, refer to at 

least one key element of film (e.g. cinematography, mise-en-scène, editing or 
sound).          [10] 
 

 
US film 1961-90 
 
Answer question 2 in relation to the film produced between 1961 and 1990 from your 
chosen comparative study films: 



Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981) 

Grease (1978)   Ferris Bueller's Day Off (1986) 

Witness (1985  ) E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial (1982). 
 
2.  (a)  Identify one sound effect in your chosen film.     [1] 

 
(b)  Briefly outline how this sound effect is used.     [4] 
 
(c)  Explore how sound is used in a sequence from your chosen film.   

          [10] 
. 
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US film comparative study 
 
Answer question 3 in relation to both your chosen comparative study films: 
 

King Solomon's Mines (1950) and Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981) 

Singin' in the Rain (1952) and Grease (1978) 

Rear Window (1954) and Witness (1985) 

Rebel without a Cause (1955) and Ferris Bueller's Day Off (1986) 

Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956) and E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial (1982). 
 
3. Compare how social contexts are represented in your film... 
 
In your answer, you should consider: 

the different social contexts in the films 

what the films’ messages and themes imply about the social context 

whether the characters are stereotypical       
          [20] 

 
 
 

SECTION B: Key developments in film and film technology 
 
 

4.  (a)  What film is widely considered to be the first colour film?   [1]. 
 

(b)  Name two changes that happened in the 1920s. .  [2] 
 

(c)  Give two examples of film shots.   [2] 
 
 

SECTION C: US independent film 
 
Answer question 5 on one of the following films: 



Little Miss Sunshine (Dayton/Faris, 2006) 

Juno (Reitman, 2007) 

The Hurt Locker (Bigelow, 2008) 

Whiplash (Chazelle, 2014) 

Me and Earl and the Dying Girl (Gomez-Rejon, 2015). 
 

7.  Explore whether your own views are shared by the specialist film writing on your chosen film.. 
Refer to at least one sequence from your chosen film to illustrate your answer. 

 
In your answer, you should: 

identify the example of specialist writing you are using in the box provided in your 
answer book 

briefly describe one key idea from the example of specialist writing you have 
studied 

outline what this key idea suggests about your chosen film 

show how this idea compares with your own views on the film (use one sequence 
from your chosen film to illustrate this).       [15] 
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Practice Paper 4 

Answer all questions. 
 

SECTION A: US Film Comparative Study 
 

King Solomon's Mines (Bennett & Marton, 1950) and Raiders of the Lost Ark 
(Spielberg, 1981) 

Singin' in the Rain (Donen & Kelly, 1952) and Grease (Kleiser, 1978) 

Rear Window (Hitchcock, 1954) and Witness (Weir, 1985) 

Rebel without a Cause (Ray, 1955) and Ferris Bueller's Day Off (Hughes, 1986) 

Invasion of the Body Snatchers (Siegel, 1956) and E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial 
(Spielberg, 1982). 

 
 
US film 1930-60 
 
Answer question 1 in relation to the film produced between 1930 and 1960 from your 
chosen comparative study films: 

 

King Solomon's Mines (1950) 

Singin' in the Rain (1952)   Rebel without a Cause (1955) 

Rear Window (1954)   Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956). 
 

1.  (a)  Identify one theme in your chosen film.  .    [1] 
 

(b)  Briefly outline why this theme is important in the film.  .  [4] 
 
(c)  Explore how this theme has been presented in your chosen film. In your answer, 

refer to at least one key element of film 
(e.g. cinematography, mise-en-scène, editing or sound).    [10] 
 

 
US film 1961-90 
 
Answer question 2 in relation to the film produced between 1961 and 1990 from your 
chosen comparative study films: 



Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981) 

Grease (1978)   Ferris Bueller's Day Off (1986) 

Witness (1985  ) E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial (1982). 
 
2.  (a)  Identify one editing device in your chosen film.     [1] 

 
(b)  Briefly outline how this device is used in your film..     [4] 
 
(c)  Explore how editing has impacted your ideas about the film..   

            [10] 
. 
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US film comparative study 
 
Answer question 3 in relation to both your chosen comparative study films: 
 

King Solomon's Mines (1950) and Raiders of the Lost Ark (1981) 

Singin' in the Rain (1952) and Grease (1978) 

Rear Window (1954) and Witness (1985) 

Rebel without a Cause (1955) and Ferris Bueller's Day Off (1986) 

Invasion of the Body Snatchers (1956) and E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial (1982). 
 
3. Compare how characters are introduced in the opening of your chosen films.. 
 
In your answer, you should consider: 

the narrative and openings of the films 

what the opening says about the films’ messages and themes 

how the characters are represented at the opening.     
            [20] 

 
 
 

SECTION B: Key developments in film and film technology 
 
 

4.  (a)  Why is 1895 an important year for film?     [1]. 
 

(b)  Name two technologies that developed in the 1950s. .  [2] 
 

(c)  Give two of the Big 5 studios/      [2] 
 
 

SECTION C: US independent film 
 
Answer question 5 on one of the following films: 



Little Miss Sunshine (Dayton/Faris, 2006) 

Juno (Reitman, 2007) 

The Hurt Locker (Bigelow, 2008) 

Whiplash (Chazelle, 2014) 

Me and Earl and the Dying Girl (Gomez-Rejon, 2015). 
 

8.  Explore whether your own views are shared by the specialist film writing on your chosen film.. 
Refer to at least one sequence from your chosen film to illustrate your answer. 

 
In your answer, you should: 

identify the example of specialist writing you are using in the box provided in your 
answer book 

briefly describe one key idea from the example of specialist writing you have 
studied 

outline what this key idea suggests about your chosen film 

show how this idea compares with your own views on the film (use one sequence 

from your chosen film to illustrate this).       [15] 
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